Beautiful.
Cost-efficient.
Compliant.
3M™ DI-NOC™ Architectural Finishes
Updating your facility’s décor doesn’t
have to be complicated.

The look you want
without the disruption.
Keep your building beautiful without
inconveniencing your guests.
3M™ DI-NOC™ Architectural Finishes
give you hundreds of cost-efficient
ways to replace outdated finishes and
refresh your space — with minimal
down time, noise and dust.

 ast, easy application helps you refinish existing structures to create
F
a new look almost overnight.
Designs that resemble natural materials provide a clean, high-end look.
 bstract, matte and colored finishes convert surfaces including
A
metal, wood and glass to reflect an entirely new design.
 ersatile, easy-to-use material is ideal for casework, doors, columns,
V
walls and more.
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Not just a pretty face.
Renew your space without the disruption,
downtime, expense and loss of use
that results from a typical renovation.
3M™ DI-NOC™ Architectural Finishes help
you transform your spaces and meet your
other critical objectives.

Efficiency
Easy application — 3M™ Comply™ adhesive
technology virtually eliminates air bubbles and
holds a powerful bond to many substrates.

Durability
Ensure your facility will look great for years
to come with a warranty of 5 to 10 years
depending on the application.

Sustainability
Minimise your impact on the environment with
materials that are engineered to refurbish
permanently installed interior elements or
furnishings with low emitting materials.

Easy to Maintain
Easy to clean with detergent and water and
withstands most hospital grade cleaners.
3M™ DI-NOC™ Architectural Finishes are much
easier to repair than wood or veneer, and repairs
are virtually invisible at a normal viewing distance.
See more ways to repair at 3M.com.au/DI-NOC.

For additional product information, please
reference the 3M™ DI-NOC™
Technical Data Sheet and Installation Guide.

Architectural Finishes

3M™ DI-NOC™ Architectural Finishes.
Create a beautiful space without the mess and hassle of a full renovation.

Apply to virtually any surface.

Doors

Elevators

Transform public spaces for an
elegant first impression.

Cabinetry
& Millwork

Walls

Create a collaborative environment using
3M™ DI-NOC™ WH-111 Whiteboard Film.

Ceilings

Columns

Bring warmth and design to unexpected areas.

Visit 3M.com.au/AMD to learn more.
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